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2 Communicating

Beyond
Diversity: A Bricolage
of Ideas

Jan Blommaert, Ofelia Garcia, Gunther Kress,
Diane Larsen-Freeman
Bricoleurs: Elisabetta Adami and Ari Sherris

We asked Jan Blommaert, Ofelia Garda, Gunther Kress and Diane
Larsen-Freeman to respond to 10 questions in a succinct and cogent style
for a general audience. We provided time for each to read each other's
texts, revise their own and then address Question 10. When all questions
were addressed, each author could go back, re-read the texts they wrote
and shift these again. Here are their answers, displayed in alphabetical
order of author.
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Making Signs, Translanguaging

Ethnogr~phies

(1) How would you introduce your current thinking or theoretical stance?
,

' .'.

,_.. ,

,,' ,'''c ',.""- '".",.,-.,-,-\"",',-"

.jan Blommaett: .

",

In a fewwords:~~c~rnpassing,~,q,lofativeand
tadi~J. Iembatkedsome,
·years ago on the pr~jecrofcritic~lIy evaluating and, whenever required,
reformulating (or formulating, ifro~wish)social
theory for a society in.
which social livesnow continuall!crQss from online into offline spaces and,
back. This new online inf~astructure,inmyview,
is a fundamental shift,
in the basic.'operating sysrem'ofsociety,comparable
to rhe mass circula-,
tion of printed book and newspapers, of thetelegraph and telephone,of
radio, cinemaandTV,and>ofcomput~rs.There
are entirely new ways iti',
which people engageandinteractwithknowledge,
artifacts, groups and
ultimately with themsel\,es-anofwhi~hdemandnew
forms. of social.
;imagination, I base the explorative theorizing on recent insights into sociolinguistics (very broadlytakenhere}, using (and radically implementingl.
rhe assumption that every form of social action is a form of interaction,
and that insights into'
of interaction can provide us with a reliable"
foundation for

·Gunther Kr~;s:'
lam interested inm~aninginsoc;al
int6racti~n of anYkind~As social
arrangements (which had provided~and been mirrored by - rhe Iramings
of 'traditional' disciplines) are fraying and beginning to disappear, they are
giving way to hazily emergent new arrangements and different framings.
Tools are needed for description and analysis to meet three requirements·First,a (at this time necessarily provisional) redrawing of the boundar.ies of a new and newly integrated account. of meaning- making, rogether
with criteria that supporr that integration. This domain can no longer be
·characterized in terms of existing disciplines: that is, no further recourse to;
·any combination of multi-, inter-, cross-, trans-, etc. Second, the develop-.
ment of rools with the explanatory power to account for emerging social'
arrangenient(s) and posing apr questions in the newly framed domain.
Third, an ordering of theoretical terms, both at the general level of a corn:
munity (that is, applying to all socialpractices and domains), and at the
level of specific modes (applying to the materially distinct semiotic means
of that domain). The framing accountwill include n;eariings that have not;
·as yet been given full recognition,not made theoretically evident.
i-:;.'.

./" '.
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work on issuespf language insociety,especiallyineduca tion.I believe that.
'.'schoolsareresp~hsiblefor\heperpetua
tion of constructions ·of language'
:that exclude languagelf1i~oritized. people. Tbus..Lwork on re-politicizing
'.lang~~ge,whileshapirig ,,,aySin which .$d100lSmight edu~ate.all equitably;
iInmanyways,·
my work belongsinthe borderlands,. as Gloria .Anzaldua.
'~ays,of disdpline~andthinkjng.R~stingon
my early work with Joshua Fish: ,
. .man; I have taken what !hayecalled a criticalpost-structuralist stance on.
,lan~agein$ociery (Garda eial., 2(17)'J\S such, my stance on language and
·educationgoes beyond thefunctinnaloneof
much work inapplied linguis-.
tics. My worka~eempts'tei ~xpandthe discussion bejondstructural aspects.'
,pfn~medStandardizedlanguage
that have been reifiedrostructural issues,
in society and thetools' by which }"stitutionaliied hierarchies. of po werare
.esrablished, Asa Latinx.woman, bornin Cuba and raised inNYC,my work
'l'aysattention tohowwlonialismand
nation-state forma.tion have shaped
,the construction of language in education. And yet, because .mywork is situ:
ated in schools, and I have deep respect'for teachers and students, I attempt
to frame the workso as not to leave teachers and students behind ..

Di~n~'Lar;~n-Fr~~",ali:
My interests lie inundersranding language, its learning and its teaching. When
I first enc~untered Complex Dynamic Systems Theory (CDST), it challenged .
how I had been taught to rhink about language. Instead of conceiving of Ianguage as an idealized; bounded system, as the theory in which I was trained'
•would haveir, I came to see (for my purposes) a more useful ernieconception of
:Ianguage'as an open system, continually being transformed by its users within'
a specific spatial-temporal context and by its internal self-organizing dynamics.
When conceiving of language thusly,there was no need to posit an innate Ian- .
guage organ, a competence-performance distinction or preforrnationism.These
constructs gave way to ecological thinking, featuring conrextualized meaningmaking, interconnected multilevel systems, environmental affordances, non-.
linearity, unfinalizability, historicity and, above all, emergentism. CDST is a
•theory of and for our. times because it is fundamentally a nonreducrionist
theory of change. As such, it is especially useful to those interested in language
useidevelopmentllearningiteachingievolution.Whilesome social scientists and
humanists might object to CDST because of its origin in rhe physical sciences,.'
CDSTcan be thought of as metatheory, which is transdisciplinary and which
can inform thinking about symbolic systems as well .as natural 0tles. •
. '.
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(2) What is your notion of meaning / meanmg-ma

k'mg.l
·0···

Jan BIommaert: ,"'"',

'.-:::-.
-,.
.,,"
"

,,""

"."-','~"
·--'.,c

,

"

l

Meaning in its tradirionaI(lillguisric) sense is one of the many effectsQf
social (inrer)action, and q"iteoftenanonlinear
one (an outcome that
cannor be predicred from initial conditions). Lhave replaced 'fIleanin!(,
almost entirely by 'effect', and I attempnoexa[j1itle specific kinds of effect~,
emerging from specific kinds, of(onlitlecoffline) .accions Meaning-as-effect,
is grounded in (some degree of) ~e~()gnizabi1ity; and this recognizabiliry.is
.usually not a feature of the res(lUrcesweusealon",; but more of the prac" ,
rices we deploy them in.~hichis whY)es' canrnean'no' and 'darling'can"
sound like a threat dependingonwhilt happensin the interacrion inwhich;
these words are being used... '
'
", "
,_,
,'"

;' ., 0_-;

••

-'.,-,--,'.

'Guntber Kress: ..
The term 'meaning'
, a
relation between 'the world'
individual's semiotic work in making sense 6t that world and the always
provisional 'outcome' of this process of mediation. Meaning largely refers
to this third aspect, the m"lt of bringing together an individual's semiotic,
resources, enabling her/him tel describe and order significant phenomena'
of all kinds in the world, Semiotic resources are soi:i~'[lyproduced and ate
culturally available for members of a communiryyand are used in social;
'actions. Signs are both social (given the resourcesdra wn on) and individual
(given the individuals' agency in choice from the resources, and constant re~,'
making). Signs, the constitutiveelements of meaning, are never 'used' bur'
always newly made, as the product 'of ceaseless new making of meaning. :
In the semiotic work of sign-making, signifieds' ('elemenrs of significance')
.are joined with signifier$ (material means apt for making signifieds evi.denr), Signs are the material realization of socially significant phenomena
-whether objects or events, They arethe result of an agent's momentary
material fixi~g and framingofimmaterial
semiosis. In networks of rela-:
tions, signs make up the always up-to-dare meaning resource of the slgn-.
maker: both as a record of experience and actionin the social world and as
'resources
to beused in,-'.-,-.,.new~.-.-(inter-laction
.
.
,.', .. '..
"

'

"
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l believe that language ref~rs t? the human capacity to make meaning, .and
not: to standardized~amed
languagesraugkand,legitimized.
in political
staies~ndschoo(s: 1o.1e,lning-tnakingisfor merhernosr i~por;ant' activity
of human beings.Icons~i~~of h~man beings aspeople whomake meaning
for themse!ves,fonheirliyes,f?,rthe
lives of others, always from their own
positionaliry

"...........

•.•:.

"".

......'

...

Meaning-iliaking is-what dt-i~";'~rearhing,n6t;he acquisition of Lstandard ...
ized named language. And yet, schools create the barrier of a named language .
measu~ed through~tandardizedassessments
that evaluate content achievernentoilly rhroughone(o~fwo) standardized named languages.Without the
~arrierofthislangilag,econstrucddn,langllage
minoritized children would be
able.to make meaning ofarr,hi~toty, math, music-science, t~chnology, liberat.ing their passionsandcreativity.without firsthaying to prove that they can use
.At~ndardizedfeatures()fIan.guage,. .
.
.
..

.Dia~eLa~s~~-Freeman:
Meaning, emerges iil' the interaction betweenspeaker/sigiJer and listener/.
in;erpreter or reader and writer adapting the code to particular social and
material environment. In other words, it is co-constructed in use. Moreover, language learners/users have the capacity to create their own patterns
"and to expand theineaning-making potential of a givenlanguage, not just
conform to a ready-made system. In this way, new meanings are constantly.
being generated. Meaning-making operates at many levels and times cales
and in the interstices between (an) agentts) and the social and material environment. In order to make meaning, a variety of resources' are drawn upon
beyond the language code, including 'gestures, posture, visage, voice proso-.
dies, images, music, art and artifacts in the environment. Meaning-making
.also' entails: interpreting and negotiating the meaning of others. In this
'regatd, ir is important to note thar speakers/signers have goals that go
beyond communicatinga message intelligibly, including establishing their
identity, For this reason, the context of use with its immanent routines is
,indispen~ablein constraining interpretive possibilities.

a
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(3) How do humans communicate?
>',-,

lan Blommaert:.
",F',
".,.,•., ,". ';'
•... ' .'
..".
.
.. ,"
.Hymes gave us the ans,,,,e,a long time ago: 'use all there is .to be used'."
There is hardly a limit to the res?urces,thatca~ be turned into signs, andt~e,
range of resources thus made use~uliscontinuOllslychanging.This
c~~I~;
suggest infinite creativity," I must .'qllillifythat: there, is,infinitecreatlVlry,
within sets of very strictconstraints;Therejsthe~onstraint
of accessibility/availability of resources-. not ~veryonehasacces~ to possibly the 'besK.
resources for specific formscfco~munication-and
there is the constraint,
.of communicability, .i.e. interactionallye~tablishe~recognizabilityof
signs,
as valid, at, if you wish, the inevitable genre-requirement of any JorlJ:l of,
communication. Thelaiter inv()lvesuptak~,and here is' themostcrucialc
constraint: we need others forus to be communicating beings;
':'
"'-.:-:;-.
..--"-'

Gunther Kress:

'.

'., .

Human communicacionis
the latier is'
an instance ofrhe former. Like aU . '.
in~eraction is semiotic work;
,achieved by means of using tools: the (always individual version of the)'
semiotic resources of a community; as signs and sign-complexes, in social
.sertings. The fundamentalprineiple of human sign-making is rhat the signi-.
fier (a material element) is an apt means of making the signified (an element
of significance for the sign-maker) materiallyevidem.
That is, Signs are:
'motivated conjunctions of signifier and signified., That principle' is under.,
stood by those who interact. with sign. It enables those who engage with
the sign to hypothesize aboutthe meaning of the sign in making their new'
sign. Meanings made' ininteractionarea!wayshypotheses;
communication is always 'interpretation', The material realization of signs depends
'on the social characteristics of the occasionof interaction; in another part
it depends on physiological/biological factors (the senses, for, instance)
.interacting with the materials used in sign-making. Bath social and physi~',
ological factors shapewh~i materials can and will be used in the making of.
new semiotic resources assigns, and hence for communication. The prin-.
:ciples of sign-making apply to all modes, leading to a move away from the
concept of 'language' as a quasi portmanteau term. 'Language' gives way
,to the concept. of 'mode': asa socially shaped semiotic resource based on
the'affordances' of specific material means, elaborated to give expression
'to the community's (and with that the.individual's) social-semiotic require;
rnenrs - more or less developed; ',;.;
.".
,i (As an aside: The.principleof sign-making used here is
be shared '.
by~Ilm.mmalia!l specieH'., >•. '
.,
'),;' ';::, j.:.< "

a
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Hlll1lantomtnunicati6riaJ",ays
entiiIs, in' irit~rac:~ionbetWeen,speaker and
;hea~er.Hul11an beings sel~c:r~n,asseOlblageof ~igns(linguistiC and rnul!timodal)thattheybeliev"giv,,;thehea~ers
the best 'hints'<of what, is their,
i.intended. meaning".',These"signs,!are ,sometimes r,linguistic. (words, phonal.
'ogy, mnrphology) and: sometimes n,u!dinodaI '(g"srures,visua!s, clothing,
rtecl1lloIogy);and they often occur asanassemb!age of signs. The, intended
hearer(s) ofthemessage fMfO! may, !lot Inatch the meaning of the message
tothatlntendedbyth~
speaket;S6inetimes~the listener works' at making'
meaning becausetheyareinterestedinwh,at
the speaker has to say. They ask
foriepetitions, other signs" other mediavorher tools. Other times, however, '
.rhelisrener 'Imply does no~wannoJisten to the message being given by the
speaker.becausethey hold the speaker in low regard because of the speakers',
',ra~~,gender; socioeconomic status, country of origin, bilingualism arid other
;social markers. In those cases-the speaker.is ofrell regarded as the culprit in,
.thebreakdowncf
communication, although itisthelistener
who creates it
by assigning the bodinf the speak~r negative characteristics that go beyond'
;linguistic or multimoda! signs.;
'J'
......

.,. ,.

.,.'

.:~
.-'

.

",

COST is a relational theory; it focuses on what goes on between and
.among cornponenrs of a system and systems themselves. Interlocutors in,
an interaction are not autonomous, butare part of a larger.icoupled sys'tern. In a coupled system, individuals do not function independently since
each affects. the 'other continuously linguisticalIy, 'physically. (e.g, kinesthetic mirroring), em orion ally and idearionally as the interaction unfolds.
This rdynamic and reciprocal process is what CDST researchers call 'co',adaptation'. As interlocutors convergently or divergently adapt to one
•another while communicating, the semiotic resources of each are altered"
and some novel shared meaning can be distributed in a way that may nor
be instituted with either alone. Thus, interlocutors, come to an interaction
with both shared and different ontogenetic histories and move on from the
.interacrion changedinsoine
way by participating in it. So, interlocutors
and their semiotic resourceshothreflexivelyshapeand
are shaped by their
',communication~
..
-'
.
;:
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(4) What is language?

Jan Biommaert:ii\\'iii,·

.i..'··....

. ..

.:i),

It stands for justoneofth~ inanytesour~esthatcan
be deployed in soci~l,
interaction. And ofall these resources, it is the most overrated one,lt,\
overrated because popular beliefs equate .'communication' and. 'la~guage':;
and so attributewayroomuchweight
to the role of language (ascorre,ct;
mapping of form over den?tationaleontent) in meaning-making. W~lch;
is why, for instance, wekeepbumping intCl,theidea that multilingualtsl)l
might be detrimental to s?cialcohesion because people '<:in't communic~t~;
unless they share.alanguage'r-Peoplehave to share a mutually ratified set
of communicative resources;andjfno~uch resourcesare readily available,:
,they will construct them ad ho~, How to change rhese views] By explaining:
(over and over again)totnepeople around you how they effectively cOin'·
municate.ihere

and.now..

..

-

.

.

.. "c'-'-"

Gunther Kress:,

...'<;

-, ,. ~

'•.•.••
'i.'·....

..

..

.!

.'
.•.. ' ••,'

'Language' is the(sti1l)doinina~t English word to name - broadly. and,
.vagueIy - the resources ofspeechand writing regarded as the two major,
means for dealing with meaning: in'nimlng' and in (inter- )action. The word
serves as a ubiquitous metaphorformanymeans,
kinds and instances of
communication, and fornaming a wide range ofsuch phenomena. In much.
'academic work, the profound differences of speech and writing - whether.
in societies using an alphabet and particularly so in societies using different
.script systems -are notinf?cus;WithOlit
going far afield, signing raises
the question how it is to beregarded. Should the metaphor 'language' be
used - as in 'sign language'< or should, given the entirely distinct material-.
ity of gesture, and its instanriation borh temporally and spatially, signing be'
treated asa distinct cultural/semiotic resource for representation and com-·
munication? The term 'mode' supplies an answer. 'Mode' encompasses all
the semiotic features required tofunction as a full~eans of communicarion
in a given society. This makes itpossible.to give 'recognition' romeans of
making meaning that have hitherto.ofrenbeen treated as marginal - as the
'extra-linguistic', the 'tacit', etc. That has profound political consequences,
.most immediately in educational settings, It also makes ir unremarkable to
deal.with societies where speech andtscript'<are not related in terms of th<
one providing a means of 'transcription' for the ather. It does lead ro the,
requirement to investigate the distinct and differenraffordances of each
.mode, and the means for rhe 'tran~l~tion' of meaning across modes.

of
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",<. 'i·.·.·· '. r ....
said, befc,re, language' iders ,tel the'h~lI1ia'n c~pacity to make mean.ing andthe deploymenrofthose practices, IUs. semiotic capacity that is
widelYdistributed)tisacapadty
th't'grows in the intimacy of family who
wa~tt".c?mmunicate
with an infant or child, in friendships and relationships th~taredevelopedforcompanionship,
support and alliances.
,'! Language i~ mad",up of what can he defined as .linguistic signs ~.features
(phonology,lexico,n,morphology,
synraxideveloped in social interaction
'withothe~s,thus;a
practice, Language is alsomadeupof
other semiotic'
signs,suchas gestures, clorbingthe body itself, etc. It is the deployment of
thissemiOtic~ysremthate?ahlescommunication.
..'!. , ..".''
'. The semiotic system that islanguage has been truncated in schools so that
¥ultimodalfeaturesareconsidered
'scaffold'or support. In school, the only
.systcmrhatmatjers is a restricted linguistic system that excludes all. multi.
'm.odai featuresaridalllinguisticfeatmesnot'considered
as making up a'srandardacademic Ianguage'iThis means the rejection of all linguistic features
that are'not considered part of the.'named languageis)' of instruction,
.

'As· I

'<

[)id"~Ldrse":Fre;J.ta":.</,··

. ,..

..

". . .

..

'Languake is,a complex adaptive system. It is complex in that novel patterns
emerge from the iterative interactions of its users. It is adaptive because its
speakersrelyori pastexperiencesand
present contingencies to continually'
(re)shape their repertoires. Thus, language is. both a heterogeneous social
practice that isbuilt bottom up from the interactions of irs diverse users,'
while at the same time being entrained by its historical trajectory and present socio~ultutalnorms; This combination results in a connnuous cycle of
activity, propelled by reciprocal causality and fractalrecursivity. Without,.
entrainment, mutual intelligibility would be impossible; nonetheless, local
use oflanguage 'remains fluid and adaptable to be molded in accordance
.wirh users' intentions. Adopting a complexity perspective requites us to
takeseriously the interconnectedness of system components within and
across nested levels and scales, as well as how they interconnect with the
system's context. Finally, language is auropoieric, and as such, complexity
theorists have adopted the tetm'languaging'
from enactivisrn to refer to
bot~the endogenous and exogenous dynamics of bringing forth meaning
.in continuousbecoming ...
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(5) What value do you place on culture in your thinking?
Jan Blommaert:
What does 'culture' actually mean in this question]
'culture' in any traditional understanding of it
'---'--": ••" 1"'d<.O •. "
be used to describe rhe specificsets
within a community of people engaging in Spt:CIfIC
'Culture', there, would just be shorthand
forms of action mutually and collectively understandable. ".. ,,)) ",,,,',",,\

· GUrlther Kress:
In social semiotics, 'the social' is seenasthedoUlain' or~~t;oniI1fieldd~£
power by members of a social group. Their actionsandinteractions
both}
tely on and produce cultural! semiotiCres~um!s
as!ools.These
o~jects(,
entities, values, practices are constantly produced and changed inaction'
and interaction. As an interconnected whole, theseresource.s canbetreated,
as constituting 'culture', as the term for an ~ncompassingresourc~\Vhose,:
·elements are available for use in ceaseless social action and interaction ..:
In this view, culture (with its constituent elements) is theproductOfsoci~I'
actions; it shows the traces of actors and their actionsard the en",ironments,
·that shaped the resources. The socially made elements __objects,' processes,'
phenomena and values - in their turn shape those whb use them in' cease;
less actions and interactions, in which the elements and hence 'the culture';
are both shaped and transformed, in line with the interests;requirertients,:
demands of those who are acting and interacting.
...
'0>
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Ofelia Garcia:
Anthropologists have long talked about culrural practices rather than simply culture as an autonomous and bounded concept. All culrures are a product of what the Cuban ethnologist in the 1940s called 'transculturacion',
The process of transculruracion refers ro the complex transformation of
culrural practices that occurs through colonialism and nation-stare formations. My interest in transculturacion as process has much impacted my
interest in translanguaging. T ransculruraci6n is transmitted through language - language transformed from an autonomous and bounded named
language to rhe practices that people have that go beyond named languages
and that ate products
colonialism and nation-stare formations. Thus;
for me, it was the concept of rransculturacion that liberated me from' traditional definitions of language and that led me to translanguaging.

of

Diane Larsen-Freeman:'
.As wirh language, cultural practices emerge from the interactions of members who co-orient within a shared spatial-tempotal context, metaphoric
or actual, However, despite the co-orientation, culture is neither homogeneous nor static, but is rather expressed through the lived experience of
its diverse members'. Furthermore, as with language, the emergence of new
cultural practices is constrained by the existing levels in the ecosystem.
Although it' is natural to perceive the levels hierarchically, language and
culture are enjoined in a, heterarchical relationship, a languaculrure (Agar,
1994), so that mutual influence and causal relations flow in all directions.
In any case, moving within and from one level to another is not simply a
matter of transfer because such movement always results in a transformation. Note also that CDS theorists speak of cultural practices, giving culture
a more dynamic construal.
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(6) How do you conceptualize power in your theory?
_"::

Jan Blommaert:

e.' -

~'J.;

,., .: ', "' ..')

"?','.,,
Every bit of online-offline research I have done oihavebebl1\~ohfronted
with lately confirms the Foucaultian vision of power as 'normative-and ~oi'
alized, infinitely fractal, reflexive and visible onlyafteihavinge!,eeut~dit.
Foucault spoke of the care of the self, the fact that we subject ourselv~s to
elaborate procedures of normative control and micro-regimentaticn.Tn rhe.
online world, this has now been complemented with the car~oft~eselfie:
infinitely detailed normative complexes (microhegemoniesjaremadeavai!able for the regimenting of almost every aspeciofonlin~self;presentation
.•
let it be said in this context that power, thus understood; is dialogicaland
operates, notably, through ratification by others,;·'·
\:',
.,'.'
.
....

Gunther Kress

.

:

.

...
F~ ;.:'.'
:\::i':t~

L·

. ..,....... ,'i." .,.:;", .'.,,.,.,.",'..',.;",).",.: '",..

Social interaction takes place in environmerits·mirk~d bydiff~rehcesof
many kinds: physical, social, cultural. All these differences,can~?tentiaIlY
be used as indicators of power. Every communiry has hiswriesofyaluations'
of such difference, they tend to become solidified and form the basis - at the
least a consideration - to be potentials for action or to llmieporentials fot
action. In social action and interaction such knowledge about possibilities'
for inhibitions on action informs all instances of sign-making. Th;'£1TIeans
that in sign-making, as well as attending to the aptness of the relationof.
signified and signifier, sign-makers need to attend to indicating, in every
sign, the power relations in instances of imeracrionaacommunication.
These indicators index who interacts with whom, and under-what condi-.
tions. Power is central everywhere in sign-making and therefore
action/communication.
. ':.-.
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Ofelia Garcia:
Power is central to my understandings of language. Power is exerted by
armies and navies, but also by authoritative bodies and texts such as
academias, dictionaries and grammars, and institutions like schools. As a
Latina, I am especially interested in making visible the role that language
played in the process of colonization of Latin America, of the formation
of Latin American republics, of the imperialism of the US in expanding
its borders to the south and west, and of US capitalism that facilitates the
emigration of Latinxworkers 'while crirninalizing it so that they remain
docile bodies. Power isthe meollo of the question for those of us who live as
Latinx bilinguals in, what Jose Marti, the Cuban writer and patriot, called
'el monstruo'. The power of English over Spanish, and of Spanish over the
languages spoken by native Americans and enslaved Africans and Chinese
immigrants in Latin America, and especially the power of English monolingualism or Spanish monolingualism over the bilingualism of all Americans
(North and South) has been foremost in my work.
Diane Larsen-Freeman:
Power relates to choice. Having power is being able to make choices and
accessing 'the ,resources to exercise 'them. Granting choices or denying
them may srereorypically be seen as acts being imposed top-down, but in
fact, in a complex system, power-wielding is not unidirectional. Thus, if
one wanted to seek social change, one would need to recognize that any
action is tied into a web of connections that Can influence and constrain it.•
For example, deciding to implement a specific educational policy may not
yield the anticipated resuIts because the classroom is not insulated from the
influence of the greater sociopolitical dynamics and inequities. Therefore,'
to effect change, a systems-level strategy is needed. Despite systems consist~,
ing of many levels, the point of leverage or control parameter to change
them may be simple - the tipping point in CDSTterms. Finally, with
human interventions intent on redressing power imbalances, no matter how
well-intentioned, CDST warns social change agents to be mindful of the
indirect consequences oftheir actions, also known as the law of unintended
consequences.
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(7) What is the relationship of individual agency and society?

Jan Blommaert:

..

..

.....<>\.>.'
.'"
Individual agency is an 'accent', a sinalli?f1e~tion,·of.iarg~lyfdrn1atled
moralized behavioral templates. I combine several sources here: Foucault
(the individual as an effect, an arrifactofpower),Mead(indi
...idualsas
the residue of the totality of social interactions they wer¢: in~olvedin)and
Garfinkel (individuals as concretely configured outcomes ofsgcial action).
The fact that agency is 'accent' implies that its ra~geis~mall,h~r,:,otthat
it is unimportant. In actual fact, we engage with othersl~rgelythroughfor,
mats, but the actual ways in which we engagewithactualindividualsis},
factor of their specific'accents' (whichis",hywelikecertaincollfagl1es
and
dislike some others, while most of our li...es are shared with them; enga!;ing
in pretty well-formatted actions) 'i';.
. ...
'.-

Gunther Kress:

'.

'"

>'

..... "'.> ."

""·.'C

'F..·•

Culture p~ovi~es rhe resources for acti~f:a~~,'in~er:lctin~it1th~;ociat
world. In. use there IS the dual process of the resources shaping thosewho
use them In a likeness of those who had producedthe resources; and of the,'
.reshaping of resources in relation to the lntere,sts,. purposes of. th~ present,
user. 'Social' and 'individual' aspects are combined, Members of a'society'·
'produce the cultural/semiotic resources-The useoftheresourcfh~ppens
in always new situations, with always newpurposesarisingfrom
a, user's
assessment of what is to be done. In the always newenvironmentsof
inter'
action the user, in reshaping the resources is co,:,staildy reshaping the:~ocial.
Socially shaped individuals are ceaselessly ~ge,:,tivein,rfshap.ingthes~cial,
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Ofelia Garcia:
Individual agency IS Important for all. But structural societal factors
limit individual agency for some who are considered the Other - women,
transgender people, black and brown people, colonized and poor people.
The Other have been constructed as not human or subhuman or plain inferior. Granting them sense of individual agency when society has limited
their real opportunities only victimizes them further and exacerbates their
sense of inadequacy and insecurity. Transformations can only occur when
societal barriers are removed. Giving the Other a sense of self-worth is
importanr. This gives the Other the agency to speak, to use language. But if
the hearer is not ready to listen, then raising the voices of the Other just
leads to an impasse, a wall that is not only seen, but also heard as a wall
that is impenetrable.

a

Diane Larsen-Freeman:

The choices we make as individuals cannot help but be influenced by our
social embedded ness. In reciprocal fashion, we can also initiate change in
society. Agency is not inhered in ·individuals, but is rather contingent and
interpellated from the dynamic interaction of multiple factors at micro,
meso and macro levels of the complex sociocultural system. In a word,
agency is emergent.
The sociocultural system clearly has an impact on how agents' lives
unfold (e.g. the initial conditions of a system are very important in CDST);
nevertheless, it is important to remember that because complex systems are
open systems, they are not fully determined by extant conditions. Agents
have the option to reframe their relationship to the sociocultural context ..
It is also possible for agents to go beyond reproducing initial conditions
(which are continually being updated) and for the system to develop along
alternate trajectories. Thus, while agency in a complex system might be
constrained by its history, it is not fully determined by it.
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(9) What are the most crucial issues to be investigated

Ja.nBloml1la~rtr;{">::"

, ,

today?

' "',

'Inequality.By analytiCallye,ipanding the range of communicative resources
we intend to investigate, ~e necessarily find more objects of potential and:
,effecriveineq?ality beyond 'language' in the sense used, e.g. in sociolinguistic workon'minoritylanguages;Think,
for instance, of all that is;
requiredtosuccessfully launch an online petition for the removal Of a,
•corrupt bureaucrat mrhe.South ?f China: such a complex online action is
only 'simple' and 'easy', f?rthosewho have ful! access to the totality of the
resources req~ited forit;-including knowledge and experience. This is one,
ofthe teasons why I'rend to attach greatimportance ro online-offline sites,
as informalIeainingetivironments, where such resources are being made
•~yailable, distributed, learned and practiced.

Gunther Kr~ssV)

.;';,',':.':
..'""C

", .'.',,'" ,

"

,T,he contempora;y'sodal',is'
marked' by , in~tability, provisionalityand'
(ragmentation. The effect of the contemporary (so-called 'social') media
'IS t~ac.t as ampHfier~of these current dis-integrative factors. For me, with
a.splratlOnSto act as an intellectual, it seems essential to ask what I as an
academic might do, to act against tendencies that I see as deleterious and
har~fl,lltoth~
vast ma.jority.Qliaacademic,I
can attempt to provide'
descriptive accounts of what.seem to be emergent social configl,lrations,
new tasks and the new requirements. Ican attempt to describe the concern'l'0ratysocial/serniotiC landscape and its technologies: both in their relation
to and as mirrors of the social. Qua intellectual, I attempr to provide new
terminology, new'namings' (whether in terms of disciplines or within dis-'
'ciplines), so as to get beyond current constraints for thinking. I attempt to
'move beyond former paradigms of response to unease with the social- as'
expressed in backward facing terms such as 'critique', moving rather to a
prospective paradigm such as 'Design'. At the least, it suggests that Iam,
.able to give shapeto my conceptions, and put them into the world as counters to currenr trends.:":
'
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".'.'•••")!"',',i',

"'•••',",'.',i''i,i',,'i',',,'. ,"" ,', ' ',',',

LanguageperforDlancesinschools
are most often evaluated through assessments,that measu~e' abo~e, all, features of a standardized named language,
iThismeansthatstudents~ho
language differentlyare always perceived as
deficient. FOrmethen;tbe)llostiml'ortint
issue right now is for research,erstodocull1entt~e,waysinwhich,judgments
made with.standardized
'assessmentspro'-idethe
basi~fot lobeexcl~sionof many from educational
alldsocietaloPP?rrunities,
Consequential ,validity,~ow different ,groups
fare in,the a~s,essment,must S~bstitute for reliability as ,the most important
measure of confidencein assessmenr.Trarisforrning the sorting mechanism
that ssh~~ling thr()ughla~guageassessrnent has become for me the most
:imp9ItantchaIIe~ge for language researchers today,

is

,Diane'L~;sen.'Ffee";dn:,·
Given what. I ha~~justwritt~n
in my ~ns~~t toQuestion 8,1 would say
thar acrucialissue,isrow
to counter the widespread misunderstanding
.of languages and dialects today. lhave. in mind. the monolingual bias, the'
standard language/dialect ideology, the individuation of languages and the
belief that there is an endpoint to language and to language learning that
coincides with native speaker norms and use. Such ideologies can have serious consequences for people's lives, disempowering individuals and groups,
widening extant disparities, and can more' generally undermine moves
toward democracies.
.'
..
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(10) How do you imagine the others' bricolage
,

,-..--',

',::,'

',':,>',",'"
-

fit with your thinking?

'''I,:'!'.:::/'.-'-'~ 'x"'-

.~""''';':;",:,,~
.,,:, ~;I:

~Jan Blommaerifi.;i;'"

..

>

...••.....,...."

··.;i'.

Let me make two pielimin~ryp()ints.(lr.Thef~areobviousand
~~rydeep\
similarities between what I argued and.~hatrnythree inrerlocutorsargued;\
for all three' have. tremendouslyjnfluencedandinspired
my owndeve!;j
opment. With. OfeIia,.lsh~r~thelifelol1gcommitmenr
to 'sociolinguistic;
~inequality as a key issu~in eyery~hing\Vedo;with Diane, I share the aware·'.
ness of the destabilizing ~ffeetsofacoll1pJeJ<iiyperspective,al"ngwiththe,
commitment toiurnthe~
intoapedagogi~~l. ~ool withpracticalimpli~.
tions; from dose collaboration with Gunther, I learned the ovenatednatuf';;
of 'language'as just onesetofsell1ioricresoufces
among many, as fell as
the einphasiscifmeariingasaneff~ctdpracticerather
than as activated •
.latent potenti~I.(2) For the reader: the similarities berweenthedifferent
views are scattered over different answers: My answer to one question con"
vergeswith my interlocutors' answers to different questions.
But the attentive reader WIll have soon sensed that all of us share a number
,of things: (a) m~sicriiically:an trtteraction-focusedview ofmeani~g-making, i.e, the view that meaning emerges out of social practices in which peo~,'
ple draw ondiffereritially.(~ndUl1e<juany)distributed
semiotic. resources;
. (b) a clear awareness of how, a~ aneffectof (a); power can never be elided,
from the analysis of meaning-making; {c)and neither can the complexity of;
.'actual meaning-making he reduced by invoking artefactualized notions of
'language' in irs traditional sense. In fact; itis this ideological conception of
'language' that very often causes the forms .of social inequalirywe all find
extraordinarilyimportanr. Finally, (d) ali of us share an acute awareness of
profound social change affecting, fundamentally, our imagination of social
life and inviting (or demanding) continual theoretical adjustment.
,

G~~therKress:

:":':':',,:"

.,:',

'

The fundamenral agreemel1t~bout'adademic;p~liricall'rojects
seems to me
the most significant aspect here. 'The differences arise, I think, from differ-'
ent positions in the sociallpolitical and hence academic world, where difIerenr concerns are, inevitably, in focus. In terms 'of theories, there is broad
agr~mentabout the social asdynamic,as the site, in~vitably of power, all
of which requires theories to mirror that dynamism.andthe
workingsof
power in their categories andrelations.',
< '.,." .•' '. '."'.' . . ...•. '"
,,'As far as the book is concerned, and its possible future aims, this seems to.,
'me toprovide a very good starting point fora - long and detailed ., discussion;
withthe aim, perhaps of finding a way through the contemporary termino- .•
:Jogical morass."
' ,', ,-'''i'''},:::;'';' ~:,;,.",_i;,,;,:;\~; __..>~:;
,.:',:Y_>:~:.:. :;:_;;
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..

Inreadi~gthebfic()l~ge;IalTlremind~d
rhar indeedthere js~o view from
·no:-vhere.My gaze o~erll1eaningand langua ge stems fromm y positionality
as a.US Latinasdlolar.In.the1970s,asa
young developing scholar, I \Vas
·ryurtureqbY.two l~"n<;!sthat Iha~e~eld alongside each other in a perpetual
.het~rarchy.M thell1a~calrealisrn. oiLatin. Am~rican novelists lifted. me
frornmyparticular~irc~mstances;
thestruggles over civil rights kept me
grounded. Educationally; Lwasimmersed insemiotics to doliteratY analy·Siswithone~entor,;h"ArgentineanAngeIa
Dellepiane, but I used semiot-.
ics to open up the. des~riptionsof languageinsocietyinspired
by my .other
m~ntor;the):'iddish,speakingJo~huaA.
Fishman. I have repeatedly taken,
up the ideas of Kress, Blornmaert and L~rsen-Freemanas I have explored
and •.fetorr1Julat~dmYownmeanings;
and as others take them up and'
·tra~sforin th"mso enlOre; .Our. understandings. ar~ nested, imbricated,
ll1
p~ovisional,emergent,hutpointingdifferently.
All point to.a dynamism.
beyond borders, although even when allofuswork
across chronotopes
and scales, the terrain is different. Kress' words in the bricolage focus on
going beyond mod~s; Blommaert on going beyond the ~ormative control of
language; Larsen-Freeman on the complexity of language learning. I would
say that mine reaches towardtheirs, but is pulled bY illY work in schools,
normative institution that 'continues to ignore the reformulation of lan-:
guage, modes and language learners that make up the multiple meanings
.in this bricolage,

a

Dian~ Larsen:Preeman: .
Although we come from differe~t perspectives and employ different dis:courses, it seems to
that there are some common themes in our answers.
Weshare a post-structural and social orientation to language and its use.
We give importance to semiotic resources, multimodality, language practices and criticality. Two of us focus more on education, one on semiotics
·and theeth~r of us more onsociolinguistics, but we all have in common
calling for a departure from. traditional views oflanguage, and we share a:
commitment to social justice.
.. .
.
.

me
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Threading Possible Readings, Imaging New Beginnings
Elisabetta Adami and Ari Sherris
As variously pointed out in all four answers to the last question,
readers will easily see for themselves the many points of contact and commonalities among these four thinkers, each with their different language,
points of departure, foci and interests. In what follows, we would like
to offer some possible reading prompts for tracing sharedness among,
through, within and behind/beyond differences in the bricolage.
Their languages are different, but similar concerns resound across
the four voices: a concern for a time of profound social change, which
requires new/further thinking; a concern for studying communicative
phenomena (differently focused as semiosis, meaning-making, interaction, languaging and/or language learning) as deeply rooted in, reflecting and shaping society; a concern for finding new ways of theorizing,
describing and explaining these phenomena as practices, beyond the
fixities of ptevious frameworks and accounts; a concern for the complexities ?f human lives (in their profoundly relational, but also material and
bodily nature), as well as a concern for where forms of social livings are
heading today; which calls forth a concern for power and inequalities,
and a concern for contributing intellectually to positive change.
. Differences can be spotted too, in standpoints, trajectories, foci and
Interests. As an example, communication practices and resources can be
conceived of in terms of 'use', of 'action' or of 'making'; language can be
thought of as being multimodal itself (encompassing gestures and clothing, for example) or as one (overrated) semiotic resource out of many, or
else as one artificial/ideological label for partially identifyin&,constraining meaning-making, our of all its possible realizations. Interests may lie
(more) in observing social interaction as a means to understanding society/
ies, or (more) in liberating language conceptions and teaching from ideologies that (re)produce inequalities. Terminological differences reveal different standpoints, in using 'systems' or 'relations'; 'actions' and 'effects' or
'meaning' and 'interpretation'; 'minoritized people', 'social groups' or
'communities', for example. Scattered throughout the answers, these different takes, directions and nuances seem to provide possibilities for opening
a discussion. Dynamic openness does not seem to be only a key term in one
perspective here, but also a shared intellectual stance, in what Diane terms
as a 'common calling for a departure from traditional views', and a profound commitment to go 'beyond' (in Ofelia's words). Hence, differences
sound to us as rather intriguing potentials for future stimuli, as they thread
through a substantial political/ideal agreement for advancing thinking that
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needs to problematize common (mis)conceptions on language and communication, to adequately account for a time of change - and positively
impact on it.
In gathering these four main theorists in linguistic ethnography,
translanguaging, social semiotics and complex dynamic system theory
in language, we have conceived this piece to be useful to make sense of
the interconnections across different theoretical trajectories, terminologies and concepts, sensing a potential underlying shared ness beyond and
behind differences, across traditional domains (sociolinguistics, applied
linguistics, rnultimodality and language development/acquisition/learning), whose boundaries need to be crossed, as these four thinkers have
shown in their theories and practices. A few keywords resound, which
we nnd emerging across answers: complexity, dynamicity, social interaction, power, inequalities, resources for making meaning, practices, action
and change. In line with what all the answers above seem to indicate, we
are triggered by the idea that each of these terms/labels means something
different for each of our four thinkers - and possibly has corne to mean
something further different after each one has met the other's thinking, at
some point in their theorizing and, eventually, while contributing to this
bricolage, Embracing the dynamics between situated meaning-making
and 'recognizability'
(in Jan's terms) involves accepting difference as
coexisting with shared ness, engaging with this never linear dynamics
and stemming from it to produce yet further meaning. In our thinking,
this bricolage could provide readers (among which we include ourselves)
with a canvass threaded with very much needed 'ways through' what at
times may seem like a 'terminological morass' (in Gunther's words); this
canvass will hopefully be generative of further readings, discussions and
debates.
Here, we can suggest a few possible reading paths for the bricolage: as
a most immediately pragmatic one, a reading path can look for a repertoire of definitions of fundamental concepts in each of the four thinkers'
theories; the bricolage piece is indeed densely punctuated with definitions
from each theoretical perspective. Another reading path can compare
the four thinkers' positions thematically, as laid out together under each
question, and generate a virtual dialogue among the four of them. A further one can instead follow one individual perspective through the 10
answers, and make sense of the unfolding of her/his thinking across some
fundamental thematic pillars, which provide the milestones for a distilled
version of the current theorizing of the four contri butors. Yet another
path could possibly (re)trace each of the four thinkers' theorizing into
and across the empirical analyses of the other chapters in this volume,
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all of which, to different extents and in different ways, embody each
of them, and their underlying stance for approaching the investigation
of communication today. We would particularly like 10 add two other,
more imaginative, reading paths, which from the space of the pages of
this bricolage expand in (to) time. One reading path can ask how these
answers - and emerging keywords - would have possibly differed had we
asked them a few decades ago - and we suspect that differences would be
quite a few; the answers above reserve very little or no 100m for concepts
like 'code', 'proficiency', 'competence', 'grammar' or 'conventions' - to
name only a few terms of traditional linguistics and semiotics - which,
for us, signals a point in the four's theorizing that has reached far beyond
the stage of critique, hence possibly beyond the 'post-' of structuralism.
A second imaginative reading path can ask instead how these answers
can lead to formulating new questions, and hopefully foster debate and
further very much needed encounters in the future.
Finally, we would be remiss not to discuss the issues we link 10 education because the challenges for education, educators, educational policy
makers, activists and researchers are deeply entangled issues of (1) equity
(and a weightier lack thereof); (2) repressive restrictions on languages,
creoles, language vatieties, bi- and multilingualisms; (3) an unfair distribution of material wealth, access to that wealth and access to education
worldwide; and (4) repression of a free, dynamic, creative, recognized
and celebrated use of all semiotic modes for learning and for educational
assessment. To be sure, traces of these challenges percolate beneath the
surface of our teadings of the bricolage, while even more explode from
our embodied activism against repressive measures of nation states (see
Heller & McElhinny, 2017 for a critical exposition). That is to say, if education - its practitioners and researchers - explored what Jan calls 'new
forms of social imagination', what Diane says is the 'transformation'
rather than the 'transfer' of knowledge, what Gunther calls a learner's
'principled interpretations' and if education explored the exclusionary
language assessment practices with an eye to transform them into inclusive practices as Ofelia speaks of, the dynamics of teaching and learning
would potentially resonate with a radical new mandate different than
that which nation states construct as schooling and educational practice.
We imagine an advocacy for complex and dynamic ways of teaching and learning that might one day more fully embrace diverse semiotic
repertoires, diverse ensembles of multimodality, equity and the free
and creative emergence of those repertoires in ways that both address
sociopolitical concerns moment-to-moment
and across scaled levels
and multiple discourses (Blommaert, 2010), imagined communities and
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deterritorialized, mobile and shifting educative spaces. At the same time,
Diane reminds us that 'harmful ideologies' circulate in and through education as well as 'the inert knowledge problem', which concern us in that
they lead us to think about the daily inequities that standards and norms
and standardized tests construct (Ofelia's point) as they repress and erase
varieties of human expression, delegitimize translanguaging and only
provide spaces for a very limited multimodality in enactments of learning
and their assessments. Or as Ofelia states, 'language has been truncated
in schools', which is as untenable as the truncation of multimodal forms
of expression, the negative impact of which is shown and evidenced in
much of Gunther's work. Such enactments of learning that constrict
creativity and focus on very structured and narrow ways to teach and
assess language and knowledge are often, sadly, still generated by and
for the benefit of an elite designing and supporting educational systems
across rural and urban spaces, relentlessly driven by neoliberal forces that
distribute and garner material wealth in expanding socially imbalanced
ways, harming humanity, flora, fauna and the planet. To carry knowledge in 'perpetual heterarchy' as Ofelia engages us to consider, not only
leads us to think about the conclusion of this volume, our Hererarchic
Commentaries, but hererarchy as a subject positioning for knowledge,
for meaning-making in school and out of school and the fluidity across
these spaces. Thar fluidity is no less an indispensable dynamic in a social
justice model of education, including the semiotics of human 'encounters and experiences' (Buber, 1923); for throughout the bricolage (as in
all chapters of this volume), humanity is conceptualized as profoundly
relational. Designing education so that it is first and foremost about the
dynamic, emergent, open and nonlinear relationalities of and through
existence and taking risks to think freely, as Jan, Ofelia, Gunther and
Diane's thinking implies, is foundational to a radical education that
struggles against narrowness, bigotry and economic inequalities.
Within the puzzling, and often worrying, fast-paced changes of
today's world, education is only one field in need of such intellectual and
active engagement. Adopting such a radical stance, we believe, would be
beneficial not only for and within education, teaching and learning, but
for and within all domains of social interaction and social life. Hence,
we might even begin to re-imagine community and the commons (Amin
& Howell, 2016) through a de-centering of humanity (Penny cook, 2018),
not just the de-centering of language, which does not mean overshadowing the need to struggle for social justice; quite the opposite in fact, as
Bateson (1972) clearly indicated nearly half a century ago. This would
be the broadest move on the ecologically dynamic pathways that open
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before us, for they include epistemological and ontological questions
about knowledge - and interaction - beyond the current faltering disciplines and hyphenated liminalities of cobbled together thinking, which
Gunther challenges us to disturb, to rethink. Hence, as interpreters who
disturb the status quo, we have continuously focused and refocused on
what we know and do not know, how we know and knowing itself,
which is - to our thinking - a promising futurity for dialogic exploration
that we have only just begun.
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